Abstract -This paper describes a new method for classifying a dataset that partitions elements into their categories. It has relations with neural networks but a slightly different structure, requiring only a single pass through the classifier to generate the weight sets. A grid-like structure is required as part of a novel idea of converting a 1-D row of real values into a 2-D structure of value bands. Each cell in any band then stores a distinct set of weights, to represent its own importance and its relation to each output category. During classification, all of the output weight lists can be retrieved and summed to produce a probability for what the correct output category is. The bands possibly work like hidden layers of neurons, but they are variable specific, making the process orthogonal. The construction process can be a single update process without iterations, making it potentially much faster. It can also be compared with k-NN and may be practical for partial or competitive updating.
Introduction
This paper describes a new method for classifying a dataset that partitions elements into different categories. It has relations with neural networks but a slightly different structure, requiring only a single pass through the classifier to generate the weight sets. It also uses self-organisation and there is the possibility of competitive learning. A grid-like structure is required for storing the information, along with a novel idea of converting a onedimensional row of real values into a two-dimensional structure of value bands. Each data value is placed in a grid row, where each grid row is a graded band, representing an input variable. Each cell in the band can store an individual set of weights to represent its own importance and its relation to each output category. There is therefore an additional band layer between the input variable and the output categories, rather like a neural network 2 hidden layer. Different to a neural network however is the fact that the band layers are variable (column) specific and not data (row) specific, making the variables orthogonal. For any input that needs to be categorised, all of the output weight value sets for each cell that the input falls into, can be retrieved and summed, to produce a probability for what the correct output category is. So the relative importance of each input data point to the output is distributed to each cell. The construction process does not require iterative updates, making it potentially much faster.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes some related work and section 3 describes the new classifier architecture. Section 4 gives an example scenario for how it might be used. Section 5 gives the results of some initial tests. Section 6 is a discussion suggesting future work, while section 7 gives some conclusions to the work.
Related Work
The influence for the new classifier has come from different areas. The classifier is not obviously a neural network because of its fixed grid-like structure. It was however inspired in a small way by the topology feature of the Self-Organising Map [5] [16] and looking a bit deeper reveals that it contains the essential features of a typical neural network. It is possibly more visual than what is normal, but the SOM topology can also present the input data as a 2-D array and has been used to learn visual elements. There is a new structure however and it also requires a different training algorithm. Another example might be [9] (or the related Neocognitron) again because of the visual functionality. This new model is not obviously competitive like the SOM and it is also supervised, requiring both the input and desired output values during training. The training process itself is automatic and requires relatively few stages. However, as suggested later, there might be a possibility for a second training stage that would be more competitive. For online learning, this would be important. The new classifier also uses a direct association approach, rather like an associative network [21] , but it is probably not the same as that either. It still tries to generalise over the input by deconstructing the datasets and not to produce an exact memory-recall mapping. For comparisons with earlier work, a grid-like structure was also used in [11] to try to represent bits of a problem or solution, but using a different type of system and so it is not too similar. Critical was the idea of comparing wave shapes from [10] , where in that case, the shape itself would help to determine what input sets to classify together, through a subsequent combining of related synapses. This is also a different type of project, but was a source of some of the idea and is mentioned for background information. As the author is interested in brain-like/cognitive models, there was a small amount of influence from the biological/genetic gel classifiers. Even if they use molecule size, they still classify into bands.
The result might also be important for a recent and controversial paper [4] [22] which suggests that neurons inside the brain store a memory of what synapses they should form.
Previously, this information was thought to be in the synapses themselves. However they state that: 'Yet there's no known mechanism by which a neuron could store a molecular 'map' of its own connections and their differing strengths', where a pattern of different strengths is required. Could the banded structure store that map, especially if a fixed chemical size determines it?
Single-pass classifiers have been developed previously and are particularly useful when memory or time is at a premium; for example, for very large or online dataset clustering [1] .
In that case, some type of incremental update can be applied, with new datasets being incorporated using single passes through the new dataset values. Other examples might include [17] [19] . While these classifiers can note similar reasons or uses, they look different in their exact construction processes. Some common problems still exist however, such as skewed data or the sampling size. Regularised Discriminant Analysis (RDA) [8] has been used previously and is designed to tackle that problem. For the tests of this paper, there was more of a manual and intuitive process to re-balancing the datasets. One dataset tested was the Wine [7] dataset. The UCI [23] web page states that the classes are separable, but only RDA has achieved 100% correct classification. Other classifiers achieved: RDA 100%, QDA 99.4%, LDA 98.9%, 1NN 96.1% (z-transformed data) and all results used the leave-one-out technique. As is shown in section 5, the results of the new classifier are comparable with the best other classifiers and the leave-one-out technique was not used. Lots of other research has used the datasets tested in section 5, for example [12] , where they included some novel DCS 29 June 2016 4 techniques for trying to remove noise or dirt [15] from the input dataset. The Wine dataset was tested again in [14] , but with slightly worse results. For section 5.4, a new classifier was tried in [13] for classifying knowledge about web page use. While their classifier was superior, they made comparisons with a Bayes and a k-NN classifier that did not perform better than the new model suggested here.
One imaginary type of classifier that might be more similar could be a k-NN classifier that compares each dimension separately. So it would in fact be a number of 1-D comparisons and then a vote or count over them to determine the closest neighbours. This is not how the k-NN classifier is typically used however, but [3] tests a variation on this that uses subsets of features (dimensions) instead. That paper also notes the local and independent nature of the classifications in a k-NN. It also notes that training several classifiers using resampling or replication, for example, does not work as well with k-NN, which actually prefers a more discretely defined dataset. So while they do not suggest training different classifiers on modified dataset versions, they do suggest separating the variables into groups and creating different classifiers that way. Each variable group (1 to many) can produce a result that is summed with the other results to estimate an overall total.
The New Classifier Architecture
The decision to use a grid-like structure was to try to separate the input values, which would allow them to be more distinct in their relation to other sets of values. Adding another dimension here might help to simplify the learning process. It helps to visualise an artificial wave shape and therefore adds information that otherwise needs to be learned. Imagine a data row representing a number of variables, placed horizontally, and the bands for each variable then vertical below that. It also became clear that a typical set of real-valued inputs might not map easily to a 2-D or square topology. To map a single row of data values onto a 2-D grid therefore, requires the introduction of bands, where each value range is represented by a distinct cell in the band, or the second dimension. This is a bit like mapping an analogue value onto a set of discrete ones. If each value range is replaced by a graded cell, then the input can be placed approximately, but as it is distinct, it can store separate 5 information. This deconstruction process would give it unique properties when linking up with data points from other variables. There is however, then a problem of how to map these cell sets onto the output categories. As each cell is more individual, it can be used to represent a more distinct relation with the output as well. This can be achieved by allowing each cell to store its own relation to the output categories and then combine or estimate over all of the relevant cells, when it comes to classifying something. The process uses a neural network-type of mechanism, by storing inherently in it, partial pieces of information that can be combined in a generic way. A traditional neural network (for example, [24] ) stores the relation to the output by function transitions through layers of neurons. Only the output layer of those neurons is directly related to the output categories however, where the other layers are used to adjust the input, to make the final function transition the most suitable. For the new classifier of this paper, each band cell has one weight value to adjust the input and then a set of weights to represent its' importance to each output node. Each cell therefore has a single and direct relation to each output category, while in a neural network this is typically condensed into the output layer set of weights only. So it is these individual output weight sets that determine what the classifier result is, while the cell weight itself can still help with scaling. This is described again in section 5.1.
Classifier and Data Row Structure
The classifier and the data row representation share the same basic grid-like structure. A schematic of it is shown in Figure 1 The wave shape can be envisaged by joining up the red or the blue crosses in the data grid. This is for real values but binary data works just as well, because there is still a specific relation between each cell and the desired output category and the mapping is able to clearly define it.
Construction Process
For each training data row that is presented, the appropriate cell for each variable data point is calculated. Each selected band cell weight is then incremented, the output weight array for the cell is retrieved and the weight corresponding to the correct output category is also incremented. If the dataset is not well balanced with respect to number of rows in each category, then a bias can influence the resulting classification. So it is best if the training dataset has the same number of training data rows for each category type, but the weight increment amount for each output category can also be adjusted to try to remove the bias.
See section 5.1 for more details on this. The training process requires only a single weight increment for each data row, without any subsequent adjustments and so any skewing of the relative increment amounts can have a significant effect.
Test Results
A test program has been written in the C# .Net language. It can read in a data file, normalise it, generate the classifier from it and measure how many row categories it subsequently evaluates correctly. A number of different tests have been carried out, to try to determine if Figure   2 shows an example weight set for a single variable '1' of the Iris [6] dataset. There were 12 bands, so each band would include a data point in the range of 0.08 or so, for example 0 -0.08, 0.081 -0.16, and so on. The input data points for the variable, after being scaled by the band weight, therefore produce the described values for each of the 3 output categories. It can be seen that the smaller bands (1 -4) are mapped to category 1, some middle ones (5 and 6) are mapped to category 2 and the larger ones (7 -12) to category 3. Figure 2 . Example set of weights for Variable bands.
Example Process and Parameter Values
The classifier might work well in a general sense, but there are still some configuration problems with it, especially for skewed or unbalanced data. One dataset that was used was the Wine [7] dataset. category, the input data point is placed in the appropriate cell and weighted by the cell weight, which is mainly for scaling. This weighted value is passed to the output array that weights it again, using the weight values for each output category. The other variables then update their selected bands in the same way. These output weights can then be summed for each category and the largest total value selected as the correct category. In Figure 2 , for example, if the cell band was B5, the input value would firstly be weighted by 0.14, which could produce output suggestions of 0.06, 0.26 and 0.1 for the 3 categories. For that particular variable, category 2 would then be suggested. Basic algorithms for the process are described in Appendix A.
Test 1 -Initial Values
The classifier was tested on 3 classical datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [23] . These were the Zoo database [25], Iris Plants database [6] and the Wine Recognition database [7] . These datasets have been used before as benchmark examples for testing new classifier designs. While they have been used to test self-organising classifiers, as they include output categories, they are suitable for testing the new supervised classifier as well.
This first test was to determine if the classifier can correctly classify some data. The fixed parameters in this test give something to try to improve on in further tests. All of the datasets were assigned output category increment amounts as described in section 5. For each dataset, the input data was firstly normalised to be in the range 0 to 1. Each data row was then presented to the classifier with the corresponding output category, and the appropriate cell values would be updated. After this training phase, each row would be presented again and the classifier would calculate its output category for that row; which would be compared to the correct category. So as all of the data rows have been combined into the same set of cells, it is not a direct retrieval of the input data, but still a generalisation over it. Note the two values for the Wine dataset, one with scaling the output increments and one without the scaling. Note also that each data row was presented only once and performed only 1 weight update on the appropriate cell.
Test 2 -Adjusting the Variable Parameters
Some other tests have been carried out to try to improve on the basic setup of the first test.
The obvious change is to try to improve the band boundaries. The number of bands for each variable was both increased and decreased, and it was clear that an optimal number of bands could be determined, with a decrease in performance either side of that. There was something like 100 bands would be much more accurate for the train dataset but less so for the test dataset. Therefore, it was possible to over-train by adding too many bands as well.
Some new results are shown in Table 2 , with the optimal number of band cells that were selected. The paper [12] tested the Iris, Wine and Zoo datasets using k-NN and neural network classifiers, with maybe 95.67%, 96% or 94.5% as the best results from one of the classifiers respectively. The values presented here are therefore at least equal to that. Table 2 . Classifier Test results with optimal number of bands. 12 An example of a dataset that was not classified very well was the Abalone shellfish dataset [2] . That dataset had the most output categories at 29 and they were quite unevenly represented. It continued to improve slightly, with increasing numbers of cell bands, but in fact, the computer ran out of memory for even larger band numbers, than what is shown in Table 2 . It was also helped a little bit by allowing the band boundaries to be learned. Their paper tried a decision tree C4.5, a k-NN nearest neighbour and a 1R classifier and reported 73% accuracy, compared to only 35% here. Another paper tested the dataset using k-means and a hierarchical clustering method. While k-means scored 62% accuracy, the hierarchical method scored only 6% accuracy and so the new classifier still looks quite adaptable.
Dataset Name Bands Number Correctly classified % Correct

Test 3 -Separate Train and Test Datasets
The User Modelling dataset [13] was used as part of a knowledge-modelling project that produced a new type of classifier. Their classifier was shown to be much better than the standard ones for the particular problem of web page use, classifying to 97.9% accuracy.
This was compared to 85% accuracy for a k-NN classifier and 73.8% for a Bayes classifier.
The training dataset however is quite skewed, with close to a factor of 4 between the least popular and the most popular output category. If using the frequency numbers exactly to re-balance, this still skewed the weight values, as the less popular output category can be assigned too large a weight update value. Therefore, the re-balancing itself was adjusted. In this case the weight update values were adjusted to something closer to: category 1 would 
Conclusions
This paper describes a new type of classifier that can be trained very quickly and is also very accurate. The function that is used in this version is linear; it is not obviously one of the known types of neural network -Associative or SOM, for example, but it incorporates many of their features. Its strength might lie in the direct but also deconstructed mapping between each cell and the output categories, without the need for complex transformations. Hidden layers are not removed completely however and are realised in a slightly different manner, as the separate band cell sets for each variable. This new classifier might also have an advantage when it comes to linearly separable or non-separable datasets, as that solution appears to be inherent in the structure. It appears to be critical that the weight update balance is correct and the number of bands appears to be more important than learning exact boundaries. Evenly spaced boundaries worked just as well. It is also worth noting that the results are largely based on the parameter settings and would be predictable, or the same, for every run that used the same settings. As it is predictable and as the earlier text has described, there are quite close similarities with a k-NN classifier as well. The test results show that the method can classify as well as or better than more established methods that include k-NN, Wavelet, Bayes, neural networks, discriminant 15 analysis. It is unusual for a classifier to be better in a general sense and so it must be doing something new.
The model was realised through considering the wave shape design of [10] , for example and it is more visual in nature than other designs. The extra dimension of the bands gives the structure a visual perspective of where the individual values might link together to form similar wave shapes. These could then be grouped together into common synapse links, or something, if considering a biological model, but that is another project. This was however the reason for the comparison with [10] and the classification itself may be more on appearance than some type of deeply learned function, such as the deep learning neural networks. So it is interesting that is can still classify quite accurately, but it may prefer data that is discrete over data whose values overlap, which would be in keeping with the design.
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B. Train the Network
The classifier is trained essentially by incrementing the cell values that the inputs fall into. 
C. Classify a new Data Row
The classifier is used by retrieving the cells that the input falls into, summing their weight values and using that to determine the most likely output category. [oc] , add to it the related scaled output weight value times the input value. f. Repeat this weighting and summation process for all of the variables and output categories. 4. At the end, one of the output categories should have a larger value, so make that the selected category for the data row.
